
Challenger of traditional media groups - looks for investors on FundedByMe

The A-CIRQ is a growing competitor for traditional media groups. Together with ATTITUDE STHLM, the leading public fashion- and
lifestyle fair in Scandinavia, the ad-tech platform want to find investors on FundedByMe. Their crowdfunding campaign is
launched the 8th of June and they are hoping that more people will realize that the future of advertising is letting brands meet
their target audience on a digital marketplace.  
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— We find crowdfunding to be a way of inviting the public, previous visitors, and existing advertisers at ATTITUDE STHLM, to become a part of the future of
advertising for both the Scandinavian market but also the British market. We are building an ad-tech platform scalable for the global market from the start,
says Nicholie Rehnlund, CEO and in charge of the A-CIRQ

ATTITUDE STHLM will soon launch an international market-and community platform where their influencer network, the A-CIRQ, will be an essential part of
the digital promotion. The ATTITUDE community already have 250 000 subscribers but together with the expansion to social media influencers they are
hoping to reach an even larger target audience.

— Our vision is to digitalise the agency and convert knowledge, relationships and the amount of trust we already have into a successful and sustainable
business model. A model that will not only run a few days a year, but all year around. When we are finished with the development of our digital marketplace
together with the A-CIRQ, we will have reached our goal of becoming a unique omni-channel media business - where the industry can meet the consumer
all year around, says Sixten Widlöf, founder ATTITUDE STHLM.

The A-CIRQ has a secure technical solution for an effective, global, marketplace, that fills the gap between producers and consumers. It allows a quick way
of communicating between them. Together with ATTITUDE STHLM, the ad-tech platform the A-CIRQ has a great stepping stone to accumulate further
growth and to scale from there. The crowdfunding campaign on FundedByMe is created to increase the growth.  

The campaign launched at FundedByMe the 8th of June and is open for 30 days with a goal to reach 3 mSEK in invested means.

For more information, visit www.fundedbyme.com/theacirq or www.theacirq.com or send a mail to press@theacirq.com
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ATTITUDE STHLM and THE A-CIRQ  is a provider of and in the process of developing an innovative world-leading digital media tech- platform, to meet the
existing market needs of reaching women and men with an interest in fashion, beauty, music & lifestyle products, backed by a unique network of 250,000
highly curated micro-influencers and brands.
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FundedByMe is the fastest growing crowdfunding platform in Scandinavia and one of the only full-service platforms offering capital through
equity crowdfunding. In the past years, some 470 companies from 25 different countries have been successfully funded with more than €52
million. The member base is a rapidly expanding network of more than 250,000 investors from nearly 200 countries around the world.
FundedByMe is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden, with a local presence in Dubai, Finland, Malaysia, Poland and Singapore. For more
information visit www.fundedbyme.com


